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a b s t r a c t 

The subthalamic nucleus (STN) is involved in different aspects of emotional processes and more specifically 

in emotional prosody recognition. Recent studies on the behavioral effects of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in 

patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have uncovered an asymmetry in vocal emotion decoding in PD, with left- 

onset PD patients showing deficits for the processing of happy voices. Whether and how PD asymmetry affects 

STN electrophysiological responses to emotional prosody, however, remains unknown. 

In the current study, local field potential activity was recorded from eight left- and six right-lateralized motor- 

onset PD patients (LOPD/ROPD) undergoing DBS electrodes implantation, while they listened to angry, happy 

and neutral voices. 

Time-frequency decomposition revealed that theta (2–6 Hz), alpha (6–12 Hz) and gamma (60–150 Hz) band 

responses to emotion were mostly bilateral with a differential pattern of response according to patient’s sides-of 

onset. Conversely, beta-band (12–20 Hz and 20–30 Hz) emotional responses were mostly lateralized in the left 

STN for both patient groups. Furthermore, STN theta, alpha and gamma band responses to happiness were either 

absent (theta band) or reduced (alpha and gamma band) in the most affected STN hemisphere (contralateral to 

the side-of onset), while a late low-beta band left STN happiness-specific response was present in ROPD patients 

and did not occur in LOPD patients. 

Altogether, in this study, we demonstrate a complex pattern of oscillatory activity in the human STN in response 

to emotional voices and reveal a crucial influence of disease laterality on STN low-frequency oscillatory activity. 
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. Introduction 

The subthalamic nucleus (STN) has been shown to be involved in vo-

al emotion recognition by neuroimaging studies ( Fruhholz et al., 2012 ;

éron et al., 2016 ), and impairments have been observed following dis-

uption of STN functioning during deep brain stimulation (DBS) in pa-

ients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) ( Péron et al., 2015 ; J. 2010 ). Vocal

motion recognition includes processing of emotional prosody, which

efers to changes in different segmental and supra-segmental aspects
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f voice such as rhythm and intonation that convey emotions during

peech ( Grandjean et al., 2005 ). For vocal emotion recognition in the

ortex, Schirmer and Kotz proposed a model with sequential processing

f the emotional percept in three steps ( Schirmer and Kotz, 2006 ). First,

n early acoustic analysis occurs in the auditory cortex from 0 to 150 ms

ost-utterance; second, the integration of emotionally significant acous-

ic cues occurs in the bilateral superior temporal gyrus (STG) and ante-

ior superior temporal sulcus (STS) from 150 to 250 ms post-utterance;

nally, the emotional information is made available for higher cogni-

ive processes, taking place in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and

rbitofrontal cortex (OFC) from 250 ms post-utterance. The investiga-

ion of the electrophysiological correlates of vocal emotion processing

n the basal ganglia and more specifically in the STN, however, has only
20 
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ecently been a focus of interest in the literature and contains several

iscrepancies and open questions that need to be addressed. 

In a recent study, Péron and collaborators ( 2017 ) reported the pres-

nce of an event related potential (ERP) in the right STN of PD patients

hat dissociated emotional (angry and happy) versus neutral voices from

00 to 400 ms post-sound onset ( Péron et al., 2017 ). This type of study,

owever, does not address the dynamics of STN oscillatory activity in

he time-frequency domain during the decoding of an emotional utter-

nce. The only study, to date, using an STN power spectrum analysis

f intraoperative multi-unit recordings in PD patients revealed a sig-

ificant decrease of alpha and beta band activity during presentation

f emotional onomatopoeia in the right ventro-medial part of the STN

 Eitan et al., 2013 ). However, this study investigated the local activity

f a small sample of neurons, in contrast with the investigation of the

ynchronized behavior of large neuronal populations in a given struc-

ure allowed by macro-electrode local-field potential (LFP) recordings.

urthermore, this study used onomatopoeia and did not investigate the

orrelates of emotional speech per se . Finally, the global spectrogram ap-

roach used in this study ( Eitan et al., 2013 ) does not provide informa-

ion about the time course of brain responses to emotion. This temporal

nformation is crucial to understanding STN functioning as Péron and

olleagues proposed that the STN could synchronize cortical and sub-

ortical neural activity during emotion processing ( Péron et al., 2013 ).

rom this model, we can infer that differential coordination of neural

atterns, depending on the emotion component involved and the neu-

al network modulated, could be implemented in the STN by oscillatory

ctivity in different frequency bands. Each frequency band would then

isplay different temporal dynamics and present modulations at differ-

nt steps of the emotion decoding process. 

Differential temporal dynamics of oscillatory activity during emotion

rocessing has been suggested by electroencephalography (EEG) stud-

es in the cortex ( Chen et al., 2015 ; Y.-H. 2010 ; Giudice et al., 2016 ).

ne EEG study reported an early frontal and right temporal synchro-

ization of theta band activity during angry voice presentation observed

rom 200 to 400 ms post-sound onset ( Giudice et al., 2016 ), while an-

ther study reported a right anterior dissociation between anger and

ear in the beta band from 300 to 500 ms post-sound onset ( Jessen and

otz, 2011 ). In the STN, presentation of emotional pictures also elicited

n early theta and gamma band synchronization (around picture onset)

ollowed by later beta (around 500 ms) and alpha (around 1000 ms)

and desynchronizations ( Huebl et al., 2014 ). Only alpha band activ-

ty, however, was modulated by the emotional content of the stimu-

us. It is then reasonable to assume that, as is the case for the visual

odality, a differential temporal pattern of oscillatory activity across

requency bands could exist for emotional voices in the human STN.

his could reflect a differential recruitment of brain networks in the dif-

erent steps of emotional decoding predicted by the Schirmer and Kotz

odel ( Schirmer and Kotz, 2006 ). 

Another issue pending in the current literature is the apparent dis-

repancy between neuroimaging and electrophysiology on the matter

f the laterality of the processing of emotional voices in the STN. While

euroimaging results in healthy controls consistently point toward a left

ateralization of STN activity during emotion decoding ( Fruhholz et al.,

012 ; Péron et al., 2016 ), electrophysiological studies in PD patients

ave found emotion-related ERP and low frequency band activity only

n the right STN ( Eitan et al., 2013 ; Péron et al., 2017 ). A possible hy-

othesis to explain this discrepancy involves the potential influence of

D asymmetry on the results from previous studies. Intracranial electro-

hysiological studies of the STN are by design performed on pathological

opulations ( Eitan et al., 2013 ; Péron et al., 2017 ), whereas fMRI results

or vocal emotion processing have been often obtained from healthy par-

icipants ( Fruhholz et al., 2012 ; Péron et al., 2016 , 2013 ). Recently, a

tream of new evidence pointed toward a central influence of motor

ymptom asymmetry on the deficits in emotional prosody decoding ob-

erved in PD patients ( Garrido-Vásquez et al., 2013 ; Stirnimann et al.,

018 ; Ventura et al., 2012 ). These deficits were shown to affect specifi-
ally left-onset PD patients (i.e. patients where the left side of the body

as the most affected by motor symptoms; LOPD) whereas right-onset

D patients (ROPD) performed similarly to healthy controls ( Garrido-

ásquez et al., 2013 ; Stirnimann et al., 2018 ; Ventura et al., 2012 ).

ontributions of specific emotions to these deficits were heteroge-

eous between studies: a specific deficit in LOPD patients in happiness

 Stirnimann et al., 2018 ) or sadness recognition ( Ventura et al., 2012 )

as been reported. These LOPD-specific impairments also were corre-

ated with a metabolism decrease in the right OFC ( Stirnimann et al.,

018 ) and a reduction in the frontal ERP P200 responses to emotional

oices ( Garrido-Vásquez et al., 2013 ). This suggests a specific role of the

ight basal-ganglia-OFC pathway in the deficits in emotional prosody

ecoding observed in PD. PD asymmetry seems, then, to have a dras-

ic impact on emotional prosody recognition ( Stirnimann et al., 2018 ;

entura et al., 2012 ) and on the electrophysiological correlates of this

rocess in the cortex ( Garrido-Vásquez et al., 2013 ). Yet a close in-

pection of the two intracranial STN studies investigating emotional

rosody decoding reveals an unbalanced design concerning PD asym-

etry. Eitan et al. (2013) study featured 10 LOPD patients out of 17

hile Péron et al. (2017) ’s study featured an almost 2:1 ratio in favor

f LOPD patients (i.e. the patients farthest from healthy physiological

unctioning in terms of emotional prosody decoding) ( Stirnimann et al.,

018 ; Ventura et al., 2012 ). 

Therefore, to fully address this issue and as a follow-up to the

éron et al., 2017 study, the current study investigated the effect of

D side of onset on lateralized STN activity in the time-frequency do-

ain during emotional prosody decoding. We aimed in this study to

nvestigate the temporal dynamics in different frequency bands of STN

FP activity, and the influence of PD side of onset on these spectral

odulations in each hemisphere. Specifically, time-frequency decom-

osition was performed on the left and right STN activity recorded in

OPD and ROPD patients in the course of their implantation with DBS

lectrodes while they listened to meaningless human emotional voices

angry, happy, and neutral). We present results showing differential ef-

ects of PD side of onset and hemispheric lateralization on STN oscilla-

ory response to emotional voices in different frequency bands. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Patients ( Table 1 ) 

The electrophysiological data was obtained from 14 PD patients (six

ale, eight female), 11 already included in the ERP study by Péron et al.,

017 to which were added three additional patients that were included

ollowing this previous publication. Clinical details of the patients are

escribed in Table 1 . They were selected for their capacity and readiness

o participate in a demanding cognitive task. They were undergoing STN

mplantation of DBS electrodes at Rennes University Hospital (France)

sing standard surgical procedure ( Péron et al., 2017 ). Patients were in

onformity with standard inclusion criteria for DBS surgery at the time

f the inclusion ( Péron et al., 2017 ; Table 1 , SI Appendix). PD motor

ymptoms started on the left side of the body for eight patients (LOPD),

nd on the right side of the body for six patients (ROPD). 

To further characterize PD asymmetry at the time of the recording,

e computed for each patient an asymmetry index from the lateralized

tems (Items 20–26) of Part III of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rat-

ng Scale by subtracting the item scores related to the left side of the

ody from the item scores related to the right side of the body ( Table 1 ,

tirnimann et al., 2018 ; Voruz et al., 2020 ). Patient asymmetry indexes

ere consistent with their reported side of onset, except for one ROPD

atient whose disease lateralization evolved toward a mostly bilateral

ut slightly left-leaning asymmetry. 

The study was approved by the ethics committee of Rennes Univer-

ity Hospital (approval number IDRCB: 2011-A00392–39) and all pa-

ients gave their written informed consent to participate in this study. 
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Table 1 

Clinical characteristics of included patients. SCL = Socio-cultural level, L = Left, R = Right, Eq-DOPA = l -DOPA equivalent. 

ID Sex Age SCL 

(year) 

Side of 

Onset 

Asymetry 

Index 

Disease’s 

Duration (year) 

L-DOPA Daily 

dose (Eq-DOPA) 

UPDRS3 off

DOPA 

UPDRS3 on Dopa MDRS Stroop I TMT B-A MCST C MCST E MCST P MADRS AES 

1 F 61 12 L − 2 5 2057.5 32 8 144 4.62 26 4 15 5 3 23 

2 F 54 6 R − 1.5 15 400 53 18 139 − 14.73 102 3 19 5 20 48 

3 F 63 12 R 3.5 7 650 36 17 144 13.36 47 6 7 3 5 37 

4 M 61 14 L − 6 8 1450 48 22 136 1.06 86 6 4 1 0 23 

5 M 53 14 L − 6.5 6 1740 41 17 138 − 12.52 NC 6 0 0 10 25 

6 M 61 6 R 2.5 6 1887.5 28 6 141 − 2.17 24 6 5 3 5 34 

7 F 46 12 L − 10 10 300 25 7 134 − 1.67 31 6 2 0 1 34 

8 F 55 9 L − 8.5 9 1150 55 30 142 − 4.40 40 6 1 1 1 33 

9 M 50 14 L − 14.5 7 637.5 34 8 144 2.29 13 6 2 0 0 26 

10 M 43 14 R 4 9 100 31 3 137 3.37 35 6 4 0 3 24 

11 M 52 15 L − 1.5 4 375 52 24 142 5.56 33 6 0 0 14 46 

12 F 58 7 L − 3 10 715 48 19 143 1.82 NC 5.8 9 4 3 29 

13 F 43 6 R 10 11 410 NC NC 141 7.04 38 6 0 0 8 27 

14 F 50 10 R 2 8 1517.5 30 11 141 − 1.59 31 6 0 0 8 33 
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.2. Electrode implantation and local field potential recordings 

Following DBS electrode implantation in the STN (Medtronic

odel 3389) using a standard clinical procedure ( Benabid et al., 2009 ,

005 ), data were obtained at the patient’s bedside two days postop-

ratively from four adjacent contacts of the DBS electrode (0, 1, 2,

nd 3, contact 0 being the most distal contact), amplified, and sam-

led at a common rate of 1000 Hz. Patients subthalamic LFP signals

ere recorded on their usual therapeutic medication. One patient was

mplanted unilaterally (left STN). More details are available in SI Ap-

endix. 

.3. Experimental procedure 

This study used data previously acquired for the Péron et al.

2017) study and completed as already mentioned above, and a de-

ailed description of the one-back task and stimuli used can be found

n Péron et al., 2017 . Meaningless vocal stimuli expressing anger, hap-

iness or neutral prosody were presented through in-ear stereo head-

hones (Sennheiser, CX 2.00) in a pseudorandomized order. All the

ounds were matched for mean energy, counterbalanced for gender

nd the sentence pronounced, and mean duration did not differ sig-

ificantly between the three conditions (one-way analysis of variance,

 (2,10) = 0.1905, p = 0.8271, BF10 = 0.155). A behavioral test performed

n nine of the included patients confirmed that the emotional content

f these stimuli was accurately recognized by participants (see SI Ap-

endix). Participants performed one to three blocks of 60 emotion trials

n each block (20 trials for each emotional voice condition [angry, happy

nd neutral]). Each sound was preceded by a pseudorandom fixation pe-

iod (50–250 ms) and followed by a pseudorandom jitter (50–500 ms)

nd a silent period (2.95 s duration). Participants were instructed to

tay focused on these auditory stimuli and to press a button whenever

hey heard two identical stimuli in a row. One-back trials with motor

esponses represented only 10% of the total trials and were excluded

rom the LFP analyses. More details on the stimuli and the task used can

e found in SI Appendix and Péron et al., 2017 . 

.4. Data analysis 

The electrophysiological analyses were performed using SPM

 http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/ ), Fieldtrip ( http://www.

eldtriptoolbox.org/ ) toolboxes for MATLAB and custom Matlab

unctions. Data is available to readers upon request to the correspond-

ng author. 

.4.1. Bipolar montage 

The electrophysiological data was analyzed using a sequential bipo-

ar montage applied offline, giving a total of three channels per STN side

0–1, 1–2 and 2–3, 0 being the most ventral contact). We selected the

ost ventral contact (0–1) on each STN side for subsequent analysis, as

ostoperative CT scans showed that these contacts were located within

he STN ( Péron et al., 2017 ). 

.4.2. Event-related-potential (ERP) analysis 

Following the Péron et al., 2017 study, an ERP analysis ( n = 14) was

erformed using a method previously described ( Péron et al., 2017 ). Af-

er epoching (1.25 s before sound onset to 3.7 s post-sound onset), and

rtifact rejection (see SI Appendix), LFP signals from each trial were

ltered offline with a 0.1–30 Hz bandpass FIR filter for this ERP analy-

is. A baseline correction was then applied for each trial, using the 1 s

ime interval in the silent period preceding the fixation cross. Average

vent-related activity was then obtained by averaging all trials from a

iven condition together (anger, happiness, neutral) from the right and

eft STN, from LOPD and ROPD patients separately. Significant ERP dif-

erences between emotional and neutral voices were computed using a

ontecarlo test. To take into account that the epochs are measured on
ifferent patients, we modified the Fieldtrip function so that permuta-

ions occurred only within participants, in accordance with the princi-

le that only similar epochs can be permuted (more details can be found

n Péron et al., 2017 ). P-values from all conditions were corrected for

ultiple comparison using the cluster-based comparison method imple-

ented in the Fieldtrip toolbox ( p < 0.05). 

.4.3. Time-frequency decomposition procedure 

After epoching (1.25 s before sound onset to 3.7 s post-sound onset)

nd artifact rejection, two analysis steps were performed for each con-

ition on LOPD and ROPD patients in the right and left STN separately.

First , a standard time-frequency decomposition procedure

 Bosman et al., 2012 ) was performed separately for high (40–150 Hz,

ultitaper) and low-frequency responses (2–40 Hz, hanning single

aper) as higher frequencies require a larger bandwidth and are better

stimated using a multitaper approach ( Mitra and Pesaran, 1999 ). For

ow frequency response (2–40 Hz), LFP activity in an adaptative time

indow (6 cycles/frequency, from 1.25 s before stimulus to 3.7 s after

timulus in steps of 50 ms) was convolved using a Hanning window

nd multiplied by complex exponentials at frequencies for 2 to 40 Hz

ith a logarithmically spaced step. For high frequency responses

40–150 Hz), LFP activity in a 400 ms time window (from 0.25 s before

timulus to 3.7 s after stimulus in steps of 50 ms) was convolved using

even discrete slepian tapers and multiplied by complex exponentials

t frequencies for 40 to 150 Hz with a logarithmically spaced step

with an effective smoothing of 10 Hz in both directions). A baseline

orrection was then applied for each trial, using the 1 s time interval in

he silent period preceding the fixation. 

Second , a nonparametric Montecarlo permutation test was performed

or each condition relative to baseline, on the whole trial pool using

he modified procedure described above (see ERP analysis) from 0.25 s

efore sound onset to 3.7 s post-sound onset. The fixation period was

ncluded in this analysis to account for potential low-frequency spec-

ral leakage issues, as well as expectancy effects due to presentation

f the fixation cross. P-values were corrected using FDR. This analysis

llowed us to delineate frequency bands of interest (significantly mod-

lated by experimental conditions) for further time-course analysis. To

stimate more precisely the time-course of oscillatory STN responses in

requency bands of interest, we extracted for each trial the average os-

illatory power within defined frequency bands of interest. Single trial

scillatory power extracted for each emotional condition (angry, happy,

eutral voice), from the left and right STN in LOPD and ROPD patients

ere compiled into a single database for each frequency band consid-

red. We then ran a two-step general linear mixed model analysis to

ddress the following experimental questions (see also Introduction). 

.4.4. General linear mixed model analysis 

This analysis aimed at addressing the following questions: is STN

scillatory time course activity in each frequency band selectively mod-

lated by angry, happy and neutral voices, and is this oscillatory time

ourse activity influenced by hemispheric laterality of the recording site

nd PD side of onset? We assessed whether each frequency band of inter-

st was able to dissociate angry, happy and neutral voice presentation in

oth STN in both patient groups. To this end, power in each frequency

and was computed for each trial in 100 ms bins using a sliding win-

ow with a 50 ms step from the sound-onset to 3.7 s post-sound onset.

his data, upon confirmation of its normal distribution, was entered into

 two-step general linear mixed model approach. Firstly, a “classical ”

eneral linear mixed model (GLMM) approach, using the lmer R pack-

ge, was implemented. This approach provides an accurate estimation

f the contribution of task-related factors over confounding variables,

ntered as random factors. At each of the 73 time bins (100 ms wide),

scillatory power in a given frequency band was entered as dependent

ariable, whereas Condition (three levels, Angry, Happy and Neutral),

emisphere (two levels, Left and Right STN) and PD Side of onset (two

evels, LOPD and ROPD) were entered as fixed factors. Sex, patient code

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
http://www.fieldtriptoolbox.org/
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14 levels) and the gender of the emotional stimulus were entered as

andom factors, following a selection method using the Aikake Informa-

ion Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) that assessed

heir critical contribution to the variance in the model. We then com-

uted for each 73 bins the main effect of Condition (whether oscillatory

ower is influenced by emotion independently from laterality and side

f onset), two-way interaction of Condition x Side of onset and Condi-

ion x Hemisphere testing the influence of each factor on the processing

f emotional voices as well as the three-way interaction Condition x

ide of onset x Hemisphere. Then, at each time bin, in line with our hy-

othesis of a differential hemispheric lateralization and effect of side-of

onset according to the frequency band considered, planned contrasts

ere performed in each model 1) between each condition for each STN

ide in LOPD and ROPD, 2) between left and right STN for each condi-

ion in LOPD and ROPD patients and 3) between LOPD and ROPD pa-

ients for each STN side for each condition. All p-values from the model

nd the contrasts were corrected for multiple comparison using an FDR

pproach ( Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 ). 

Secondly, a Bayesian general linear mixed model approach was used,

hrough the R “BayesFactor ” package ( Morey and Rouder, 2011 , SI Ap-

endix: Bayesian Model 1). This approach computed an index of the

elative Bayesian likelihood of a H 1 model compared to the H 0 model.

onsequently, the Bayes Factor computed by this method allows the

ssessment of the null hypothesis. Indeed, while a Bayes Factor > 3 in-

icate a substantial proof of the H 1 hypothesis, a Bayes factor < 1/3 is

 substantial proof of the H 0 hypothesis. Furthermore, the Bayes Fac-

or allows to directly assess the strength of the proof for either the

 1 or the null hypothesis (a strong proof is linked to a Bayes Factor

ithin the [10 30] or [1/10 1/30] boundaries, while an extreme proof

s linked to a Bayes Factor > 100 or < 1/100). Finally, the comparative na-

ure of Bayesian GLMM makes it unsusceptible to multiple comparison.

e used the same parameters in this analysis as the ones used in the

lassical GLM approach and the same main effects, interaction effects

nd contrasts were computed using this approach. We considered an ef-

ect to be significant if both approaches yielded consistent significant

esults. 

A happiness-specific effect is a time period where we observed a sig-

ificant dissociation between happy voices and angry voices as well as

 significant dissociation between happy voices and neutral voices. An

nger-specific effect is a time period where we observed a significant

issociation between angry voices and happy voices as well as a signifi-

ant dissociation between angry voices and neutral voices. An emotion-

pecific effect is a time period where we observed a significant dissoci-

tion between angry voices and neutral voices as well as a significant

issociation between happy voices and neutral voices. 

.4.5. Effect of PD asymmetry on STN responses to emotion 

Because the patients included in the current study displayed an ex-

ended range of asymmetry indexes, indicating heterogeneity in PD

symmetry, we performed a complementary analysis. Its goal was to

ontrol for the linear influence of PD asymmetry on the specific effects

f emotional voices observed in our main analysis. For each significant

ffect of emotional voices observed in the main time-frequency analysis,

e computed a database subset that included the time period and STN

ide for which the considered effect was observed. Then, we computed,

sing each database, the main effect of the asymmetry index (continu-

us variable, range [ − 14.5 10]) and the Asymmetry Index × Condition

three levels: angry, happy, neutral) two-way interaction on power by

sing a classic GLMM. Patient was entered as a random factor. Con-

rast analysis was then performed on the two-way interaction by using

he R package emtrends function to test, for each condition, the signifi-

ance of the linear correlation between power and the asymmetry index,

s well as the significance of power versus the asymmetry index trend

ifferences between emotional vocal conditions. A similar analysis was

erformed on the event-related potential scale (by using subsets of a
atabase with average power in 50 ms bins from 0 to 3.7 s post-sound

nset). 

. Results 

In the one-back task, patients responded accurately in

6.62 ± 15.76% of one-back trials. Incorrect responses to non-one-back

rials (false alarm) accounted for 1.53 ± 2.35% of the total trial count.

hese contaminated trials were not included in electrophysiological

nalysis (see methods). No behavioral differences were detected be-

ween LOPD and ROPD patients in terms of successful one-back trials

t (1) = 0.012, p = 0.99) and false-alarms (t (1) = 0.058, p = 0.95) . 

27 STN contacts from eight LOPD and six ROPD patients (seven left

TN and eight right STN for LOPD, six left STN and six right STN for

OPD patients) were analyzed in order to evaluate the pattern of oscil-

atory activity in different frequency bands during presentation of angry,

appy and neutral voices. 

.1. Event-related potential analysis ( Fig. 1 ) 

The ERP analysis revealed a strong effect of the patient’s side of on-

et. 

LOPD patients. A dissociation in the left STN between angry and neu-

ral voices was observed from 429 ms to 462 ms post-sound-onset (PSO)

cluster-statistic = − 87.77, p = 0.012) and between happy and neutral

oices from 415 ms to 448 ms PSO (cluster-statistic = − 93.37, p = 0.006).

n the right STN , a biphasic dissociation was observed between an-

ry and neutral voices 220 ms to 283 ms (cluster-statistic = 168.3,

 = 0.003) and 2760 ms to 2808 ms PSO (cluster-statistic = 127.9,

 = 0.02), and between happy and neutral voices from 232 to 291 ms

cluster-statistic = 16.1, p = 0.003) and 3285 to 3325 ms PSO (cluster-

tatistic = 132.57, p = 0.0163). 

ROPD patients. In ROPD patients, a single late happiness versus neu-

ral dissociation occurred in the right STN from 3427 to 3440 ms PSO

cluster-statistic = 38.59, p = 0.024). 

.2. Time frequency pattern 

Time frequency decomposition revealed that, overall, voices onset

as followed by a theta band (2–6 Hz) event-related synchronization

ERS), and an alpha (6–12 Hz) and beta band (12–20 Hz and 20–30 Hz)

esynchronization (ERD) compared to baseline (see SI appendix Figure

1). 

A close inspection of the time course of activity in each frequency

and in the STN revealed three main patterns regarding the influence

f the PD side of onset and STN laterality. We will discuss these three-

atterns in the following paragraphs. 

.3. A low-frequency oscillatory response to emotional voices strongly 

nfluenced by PD side of onset ( Fig. 2 ) 

Overall, oscillatory activity within low frequency bands (theta and

lpha band) was significantly influenced by the side-of onset of the pa-

ients ( Fig. 2 ), as evidenced by a global Condition x Side of onset two-

ay interaction at 300–400 ms, 1700–2600 ms, and 2800–3250 ms PSO

or theta band activity, and at 0–650 ms, 750–1600 ms, and 1650–

600 ms and 2850–3550 ms PSO for alpha band activity ( Table 3 , p

 0.05, BF 10 > 3). 

In the theta band, LOPD patients displayed an emotion-specific ERS

n the left STN (400–1100 ms PSO) and an earlier anger-specific ERS

n the right STN ( Fig. 2 A, 200–450 ms PSO, Table 2 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3).

OPD patients, on the other hand, displayed a significant happiness-

pecific ERS in the left STN (800–950 ms PSO) and the right STN (600–

400 ms PSO), followed by a significant anger-specific ERD (1850–

450 ms and 2850–3100 ms PSO, Table 2 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). 
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Fig. 1. STN event-related activity during 

presentation of emotional voices for A. 

LOPD and B. ROPD patients in the left and 

right STN for anger, neutral and happi- 

ness. 0 ms represents the onset of the sound 

in panels and shaded areas indicate ± 1 stan- 

dard error. Horizontal lines represent the time 

periods when a significant contrast between 

conditions was revealed by Montecarlo test 

( p < 0.05 cluster-based comparison corrected). 

Green lines = happy voices vs neutral voices 

contrasts; red lines = angry voices vs neutral 

voices contrasts. 

Fig. 2. STN oscillatory activity time course 

in the low-frequency bands, (A) theta band 

(2–6 Hz) and (B) alpha band (6–12 Hz), dur- 

ing presentation of emotional voices. A-B. 

Average time course of STN oscillatory ac- 

tivity for LOPD (1) and ROPD patients (2) 

in the left (left column) and right (right col- 

umn) STN, during angry voices (red), happy 

voices (green) and neutral voices (black). 

A-B: 0 ms represents the onset of the sound 

in panels and shaded areas indicate ± 1 stan- 

dard error. Thick horizontal lines represent the 

time periods when a significant contrast be- 

tween conditions was revealed by classical and 

Bayesian analyses. Thin lines represent con- 

trasts that were significant in the Bayesian 

analysis, but only reached trend level in the 

classical GLMM approach. Red lines repre- 

sent a significant anger-specific contrast. Green 

lines represent a significant happiness specific- 

contrast. Yellow lines represent a significant 

emotion-specific contrast. 
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In the alpha band, LOPD patients displayed an early happiness-

pecific ERS in the left STN (750–950 ms PSO) followed by a later

motion-specific ERS (1050–1250 ms and 2100–2600 ms PSO, Table 2 ,

 < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). In the right STN, they also exhibited an anger-

pecific ERS (200–500 ms and 1100–1400 ms PSO) followed by a later

motion-specific ERS ( Fig. 2 B, 1400–1650 ms PSO, Table 2 , p < 0.05,

F 10 > 3). ROPD patients displayed a significant bilateral anger-specific

RD ( Fig. 2 B, early component: 0–150 ms, 300–550 ms and 800–950 ms

SO in the left STN, 250–600 ms PSO in the right STN; late component:

800–3650 ms PSO in the left STN, 2950–3100 ms PSO in the right

TN). There was also a significant emotion-specific ERS at 100–300 ms
SO and a happiness-specific ERS at 2400–2500 ms PSO in the left STN

 Table 2 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). 

Interestingly, planned contrast comparison between left and right

TN responses (through classical and Bayesian contrast analysis in line

ith our hypotheses, see methods) showed significant hemispheric dif-

erences for the responses to happiness. Indeed, a significantly higher

heta power for happiness was observed from 1150 to 1250 ms PSO in

he right STN compared to the left STN in the ROPD group ( Table 3 ,

F 10 > 3). Furthermore, a significantly higher alpha power for happiness

as observed from 300 to 1000 ms, 1300–1400 ms, 1750–2000 ms, and

100–2550 ms PSO in the left STN compared to the right STN in the
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Table 2 

Significant dissociations between conditions for all frequency bands. ERS = Event-related synchronization, ERD = Event-related desynchronization. In 

the Effects column, EMO = Emotion specific, ANG = Anger-specific, HAP = Happiness-Specific. Contrasts reported are ANG-HAP = Angry versus Happy 

voices, ANG-NEU = Angry versus Neutral voices, HAP-NEU = Happy versus Neutral voices. For significant contrasts, the minimum BF 10 is reported, 

along with the significance in the designated interval of the contrast in the classical analysis ( ∗ : max p-value in the interval < 0.05; ∗ ∗ ∗ : max p-value in 

the interval < 0.01), as well as the temporal range of strong Bayesian GLMM effects (BF 10 > 100). 

Left-onset PD patients 

Left STN 

Frequency Condition Effect Timing(ms) 

ANG-NEU HAP-NEU ANG-HAP 

Effect BF10 > 100 Effect BF10 > 100 Effect BF10 > 100 

2–6 Hz EMO ERS 400–1100 18,5 ∗ 500–950 4,76 ∗ 650-900 < 1/3 N.A 

6–12 Hz HAP ERS 750–950 < 1/3 N.A 64,88 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 7,10 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

EMO ERS 1050–1250 10,19 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 28,8 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A < 1/3 N.A 

EMO ERS 2100–2600 18,7 ∗ ∗ ∗ 2150–2550 4,63 ∗ 2150–2600 < 1/3 N.A 

12–20 Hz HAP ERS 1050–1200 < 1/3 N.A 15,88 ∗ N.A 93,6 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

EMO ERS 1500–1600 197.96 ∗ N.A 4.58 N.A < 1/3 N.A 

60–150 Hz ANG ERS 2900–3200 47,04 ∗ N.A < 1/3 N.A 51,95 ∗ 2900–3100 

ANG ERS 3350–3450 24.54 ∗ N.A 0.06 N.A 3.4 N.A 

Right STN 

2–6 Hz ANG ERS 200–450 97,92 ∗ ∗ ∗ 250 450 < 1/3 N.A 4,26 ∗ N.A 

6–12 Hz ANG ERS 200–500 17,69 ∗ ∗ ∗ 250–450 < 1/3 N.A 4,1 ∗ 300–450 

ANG ERS 1100–1400 14,49 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1100–1250 < 1/3 N.A 3,7 ∗ N.A 

EMO ERS 1400–1650 222,46 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1400–1650 4,35 ∗ N.A < 1/3 N.A 

30–40 Hz HAP ERD 200–300 0.053 N.A 18.17 ∗ N.A 4.88 N.A 

Right-onset PD patients 

Left STN 

2–6 Hz HAP ERS 800–950 < 1/3 N.A 29,64 ∗ 800–900 3,68 N.A 

6–12 Hz ANG ERD 0–150 1.7E4 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0–150 0,22 N.A 4,29 ∗ N.A 

EMO ERD 100–300 3425 ∗ 100–300 5,86 ∗ N.A 0,27 N.A 

ANG ERD 300–550 4,97 ∗ 300–450 0,07 N.A 3,62 ∗ N.A 

ANG ERD 800–950 4,45 ∗ N.A < 1/3 N.A 77 ∗ ∗ ∗ 850–950 

HAP ERS 2400–2500 < 1/3 N.A 3.41 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 24 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

ANG ERD 2800–3650 4,35 ∗ 2850–3200 3400–3550 0,05 N.A 18 ∗ ∗ ∗ 2800–3550 

12–20 Hz HAP ERS 850–1000 0.04 900–1000 42,5 ∗ N.A 106 ∗ ∗ ∗ 850–1000 

HAP ERS 2250–2400 < 1/3 N.A 48,12 ∗ N.A 4,93 N.A 

20–30 Hz EMO ERS 2100–2200 28.92 ∗ N.A 3.64 N.A < 1/3 N.A 

30–40 Hz ANG ERD 1200–1300 202.47 ∗ 1200–1300 0.067 N.A 763 ∗ 1200–1300 

60–150 Hz ANG ERD 450–550 7.48 ∗ N.A 0.073 N.A 3 ∗ N.A 

ANG ERD 1950–2150 13.43 ∗ 1950–2050 < 1/3 N.A 6 ∗ N.A 

Right STN 

2–6 Hz HAP ERS 600–1400 < 1/3 N.A 7,96 ∗ 700–850 1000–1400 4,7 ∗ N.A 

ANG ERD 1850–2450 10,49 ∗ 2200–2300 < 1/3 2721 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1850–2450 

ANG ERD 2850–3100 3,83 ∗ N.A < 1/3 435 ∗ ∗ ∗ 2850–3100 

6–12 Hz ANG ERD 250–600 3,56 ∗ N.A 0,063 250–550 8 ∗ ∗ ∗ 350–600 

ANG ERD 2950–3100 12,4 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A < 1/3 25 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

12–20 Hz HAP ERD 1900–2000 1.48 N.A 9.4E4 ∗ 4.394 N.A 

60–150 Hz HAP ERS 200–650 < 1/3 N.A 3.24 ∗ ∗ ∗ 14 ∗ ∗ ∗ 350–650 

ANG ERD 700–1050 9.17 ∗ 350–650 0.06 18 ∗ ∗ ∗ 700–1050 
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OPD group ( Table 3 , BF 10 > 3). Along with the abolition of the theta

RS for happiness observed in the right STN of LOPD patients (where

nly an anger-specific ERS is observed), these results seem to point, in

hese low frequency bands, toward a reduction of STN responses to hap-

iness in the STN contralateral to the side of onset of PD patients. 

.4. Left-lateralized beta-range oscillatory response to emotional voices 

 Fig. 3 ) 

High and low beta frequency band activity showed emotional modu-

ations lateralized to the left STN ( Fig. 3 , SI appendix and Figure S3). A

ombined effect of PD side of onset and hemispheric recording site was

vident in the three-way Condition x Side of onset x Hemisphere inter-

ction from 1500 to 1650 ms PSO for low-beta activity only ( Table 3 , p

 0.05, BF 10 > 3). 

Indeed, in the low-beta band, a significant left STN ERS was ob-

erved for happy voices in ROPD patients (850–1000 ms PSO) and LOPD
atients (1050–1200 ms PSO, Fig. 3 , Table 2 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). Note

hat for both patient groups, no dissociation between happiness and

ther conditions was present in the right STN in the same time period

850–1200 ms, BF 10 < 1/3); this lateralization effect was confirmed by

 significant difference for happiness between left and right STN in the

OPD group during the early component of the happiness − specific ef-

ect (800 − 1050 ms PSO, Table 3 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). Note that Bayesian

nalysis indicated emotion-specific dissociations at a later timing (al-

hough the classical analysis was trending for one of the contrasts of

nterest, Table 2 , Fig. 3 ). These dissociations included a later happiness-

pecific component in the left STN of ROPD (2250–2400 ms PSO), a

hort left STN maintenance of a higher beta power for emotional voices

n LOPD patients (1500–1600 ms PSO), and a late right STN ERD for

appiness (1900–2000 ms PSO) in ROPD patients. 

These results point toward a mainly left lateralization of STN beta

and activity, and a reduction of late emotional beta modulations in

OPD patients compared to ROPD patients. 
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Table 3 

Significant laterality effects (Left STN > right STN) for all frequency bands. For significant contrasts, the minimal BF 10 values on the time-interval of 

the effect along with the significance level of the classical analysis ( ∗ : max p-value in the interval < 0.05; ∗ ∗ ∗ : max p − value in the interval < 0.01) are 

reported as well as the temporal range of strong Bayesian GLMM effects (BF 10 > 100). Effects: EMO X SIDEONSET = two-way interaction effect of the 

emotion of the voices (anger, happiness, neutral) and the side-of-onset of the patient (LOPD and ROPD); EMO X HEMI = two-way interaction effect 

of the emotion of the voices and STN hemisphere (left and right STN); EMO X SIDEONSET X HEMI = three-way interaction effect of the emotion of 

the voices, the side-of-onset of the patient and STN hemisphere. Other effects reported come from GLMM contrasts between left and right STN for the 

condition of interest (CONDITION column). 

Frequency CONDITION Side-of-Onset EFFECT Timing (ms) Significance (minBF 10 ) BF 10 > 100 (timing, ms) 

2–6 Hz ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 300–400 4.31 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 1700–2600 5,37 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1800–2100 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 2800–3250 3 ∗ N.A 

HAP ROPD Left < Right STN 1150–1250 3.23 ∗ N.A 

6–12 Hz ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 0–650 67,43 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0–600 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 750–1600 5,04 ∗ ∗ ∗ 850–1150 1350–1550 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 1650–2600 6,60 ∗ ∗ ∗ 1750–1950 2200–2450 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 2850–3550 3,76 ∗ ∗ ∗ 2900–3300 3350–3500 

HAP LOPD Left > Right STN 300–1000 9,36 ∗ 800–900 

HAP LOPD Left > Right STN 1300–1400 6.41 ∗ N.A 

HAP LOPD Left > Right STN 1750–2000 3.03 ∗ N.A 

HAP LOPD Left > Right STN 2100–2550 8,9 ∗ 2150–2400 

NEU LOPD Left > Right STN 250–700 3,44 ∗ N.A 

12–20 Hz ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET X HEMI 1500–1650 3,38 ∗ N.A 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 1850–2000 15,37 ∗ N.A 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 2800–2950 8,5 ∗ N.A 

ALL ALL EMO X LAT 1750–1900 3.74 ∗ N.A 

HAP LOPD Left > Right STN 50–200 35,26 ∗ N.A 

HAP ROPD Left > Right STN 800–1050 25,66 ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left < Right STN 1500–1600 4.46 ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left < Right STN 1750–1850 6.19 ∗ N.A 

20–30 Hz ANG LOPD Left < Right STN 2250–2350 16.67 ∗ N.A 

HAP ROPD Left > Right STN 0–400 122,52 ∗ 0–400 

HAP ROPD Left > Right STN 900–1000 33.9 ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left > Right STN 50–150 84.08 ∗ N.A 

NEU ROPD Left > Right STN 150–350 21,219 ∗ 150–300 

30–40 Hz ALL ALL EMO X HEMI 300–400 13.84 ∗ N.A 

HAP ROPD Left > Right STN 50–150 765.9 ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left < Right STN 3100–3250 126 ∗ N.A 

60–150 Hz ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 100–1100 3.57 ∗ 300–950 

ALL ALL EMO X SIDEONSET 1700–2350 3.4 ∗ 1900–2250 

HAP ROPD Left < Right STN 400–650 6.637 ∗ N.A 

HAP ROPD Left < Right STN 1750–1900 3.83 ∗ ∗ ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left < Right STN 2300–2550 10.96 ∗ N.A 

NEU LOPD Left < Right STN 2700–3050 10.9 ∗ 2900–3000 

Fig. 3. STN oscillatory activity time course 

in the low-beta band (12–20 Hz) during pre- 

sentation of emotional voices. Average time 

course of STN oscillatory activity for LOPD 

(1) and ROPD patients (2) in the left (left 

column) and right (right column) STN, dur- 

ing angry voices (red), happy voices (green) 

and neutral voices (black). 0 ms represents 

the onset of the sound and shaded areas indi- 

cate ± 1 standard error. Thick horizontal lines 

represent the time periods when a significant 

contrast between conditions was revealed by 

classical and Bayesian analyses. Thin lines rep- 

resent contrasts that were significant in the 

Bayesian analysis, but only reached trend level 

in the classical GLMM approach. Red lines 

represent a significant anger-specific contrast. 

Green lines represent a significant happiness- 

specific contrast. Yellow lines represent a sig- 

nificant emotion-specific contrast. 
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Fig. 4. STN oscillatory activity time course 

in the (A) low-gamma (30–40 Hz) and (B) 

broadband-gamma (60–150 Hz) bands dur- 

ing presentation of emotional voices. A-B. 

Average time course of STN oscillatory ac- 

tivity for LOPD (1) and ROPD patients (2) 

in the left (left column) and right (right col- 

umn) STN, during angry voices (red), happy 

voices (green) and neutral voices (black). 

0 ms represents the onset of the sound in panels 

and shaded areas indicate ± 1 standard error. 

Thick horizontal lines represent the time peri- 

ods when a significant contrast between con- 

ditions was revealed by classical and Bayesian 

analyses. Thin lines represent contrasts that 

were significant in the Bayesian analysis, but 

only reached trend level in the classical GLMM 

approach. Red lines represent a significant 

anger-specific contrast. Green lines represent a 

significant happiness-specific contrast. Yellow 

lines represent a significant emotion-specific 

contrast. 
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.5. Gamma-range oscillatory response to emotional voices: under both 

actors’ influence? ( Fig. 4 ) 

Finally, gamma frequency band activity presented a particular pat-

ern of response ( Fig. 4 ). 

Low-gamma activity was predominantly lateralized (Condition x

emisphere interaction from 300 to 400 ms PSO, Table 3 , BF 10 > 3, p

 0.05) and the Bayesian analysis suggested an effect of the PD side of

nset as well (Condition x Side of onset x Hemisphere interaction from

800 to 1900 ms PSO, BF 10 = 5.42, p = 0.056). In the low − gamma band,

OPD patients displayed, in the left STN, a significant anger − specific

amma ERD from 1200 to 1300 ms PSO while LOPD patients presented

 short happiness-specific low-gamma ERD in the right STN from 200

o 300 ms ( Table 2 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3). Additionally, a late low-gamma

RS for neutral voices in the right STN of LOPD patients was suggested

y the Bayesian analysis (Fig.S4, 3100–3200 ms PSO, anger vs. neutral,

F 10 = 8.17, happiness vs. neutral, BF 10 = 3.536), and is in coherence with

he observation of a significantly higher low-gamma power during this

ime period for neutral voices in the right compared to the left STN

 Table 3 , p < 0.05, BF 10 > 100). 

In the broadband-gamma band, a strong effect of PD side of onset was

bserved along the trial length (Condition x Side of onset interaction,

00–1100 ms and 1700–2350 ms PSO, Table 3 , BF 10 > 3, p < 0.05). LOPD

atients presented a late anger − specific ERS in the left STN (2900–

200 ms PSO, Table 2 ). On the other hand, ROPD patients presented

 strong happiness − specific gamma ERS in the right STN (200–650 ms

SO) followed an anger-specific ERD (750–1050 ms PSO, Table 2 ). In the

eft STN of ROPD patients, only the anger ERD effect was observed (450–

50 ms PSO and 1950–2150 ms PSO, Table 2 ), and a greatly reduced
 o  
roadband-gamma response to happiness was observed compared to the

ight STN ( Table 3 , happiness left vs. right STN, 400–650 ms and 1750–

900 ms PSO, p < 0.05, BF 10 > 3) resulting in indistinguishable gamma

esponses to happy and neutral voices in the left STN (BF 10 < 1/3). 

.6. Effect of PD asymmetry on STN responses to emotion ( Table 4 ) 

The linear analysis of the influence of the PD asymmetry index on

TN emotional responses was consistent with the results observed at the

roup level. 

In the theta, alpha and broadband-gamma frequency bands, the

trong influence of PD asymmetry on STN low-frequency responses to

motion was confirmed by a significant Condition × Asymmetry Index

wo-way interaction for all timings at which, at a given STN side, a vocal-

motion specific effect was observed in our main analysis (except for the

eft STN broadband-gamma late response [3.35–3.45 s PSO], Table 4 ).

nterestingly, in the theta band, at the early 0.4 to 1.1 s PSO period in the

eft STN and at the 0.6 to 1.4 s PSO period in the right STN, while a sig-

ificant influence of PD asymmetry on power was found for both angry

nd happy voices, this influence was significantly stronger for happi-

ess than for anger ( Table 4 ). A similar result was obtained for early

lpha right STN emotional STN responses (0.2 to 0.6 s PSO, Table 4 ).

ikewise, significant influences of PD asymmetry on broadband-gamma

and responses to vocal emotion were observed for happy but not angry

oices ( Table 4 ). Conversely, a stronger influence of PD asymmetry on

arly left-STN alpha responses to angry voices was observed (0 to 0.55 s

SO, Table 4 ). 

In the low-beta and gamma bands, in congruence with the results

bserved in the group analysis, linear trend analysis did not show an
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Table 4 

Continuous effects of the Parkinson’s disease asymmetry index on power for all frequency bands in the temporal regions-of-interest (timings of significant contrasts between conditions). Time: 

timing of the effect. STN: left or right STN. Asymmetry and Emotion: Asymmetry: F-value and FDR corrected p-values of the main effect of the asymmetry-index OFF DOPA as well as the Emotion 

X Asymmetry Index two-way interaction effect on power. The remaining columns describe the z-ratio and p-value for the: ANG = trend of power with the asymmetry index for angry voices, HAP = 
trend of power with the asymmetry index for happy voices, NEU = trend of power with the asymmetry index for neutral voices. Contrasts reported feature the differences between asymmetry-index 

versus power trends for: ANG-HAP = Angry versus Happy voices, ANG-NEU = Angry versus Neutral voices, HAP-NEU = Happy versus Neutral voices. 

Frequency Time STN Asymmetry Emotion: Asymmetry ANG HAP NEU ANG-HAP ANG-NEU HAP-NEU 

F p F p z p z p z p z p z p z p 

Theta 400–1100 Left 263.48 < 0.001 6.38 < 0.001 6.58 < 0.001 10.67 < 0.001 11.28 0.000 − 2.75 0.015 − 3.35 0.003 − 0.64 0.613 

Theta 200–450 Right 198.60 < 0.001 4.07 0.008 7.87 < 0.001 8.37 < 0.001 10.13 0.000 − 0.22 0.890 − 1.62 0.185 − 1.42 0.249 

Theta 600–1400 Right 144.81 < 0.001 5.98 < 0.001 4.32 < 0.001 8.18 < 0.001 8.99 0.000 − 2.64 0.020 − 3.32 0.003 − 0.72 0.581 

Theta 1850–2450 Right 12.78 < 0.001 29.62 < 0.001 − 7.91 < 0.001 − 1.58 0.196 3.01 0.007 − 4.56 0.000 − 7.73 0.000 − 3.27 0.003 

Theta 2850–3100 Right 11.27 < 0.001 5.66 < 0.001 − 4.21 < 0.001 − 2.77 0.014 0.52 0.708 − 1.07 0.380 − 3.34 0.003 − 2.31 0.045 

Alpha 0–300 Left 9.76 < 0.001 29.04 < 0.001 − 3.61 0.001 1.93 0.106 7.05 0.000 − 3.37 0.002 − 2.32 0.044 1.02 0.403 

Alpha 300–550 Left 3.77 < 0.001 17.45 < 0.001 − 2.97 0.008 1.63 0.184 5.37 0.000 − 6.30 < 0.001 − 5.43 0.000 0.81 0.532 

Alpha 750–950 Left 0.41 0.008 9.99 < 0.001 − 2.06 0.079 − 1.04 0.397 3.82 0.000 − 3.19 0.004 − 4.67 0.000 − 1.53 0.212 

Alpha 1050–1250 Left 1.44 0.233 10.18 < 0.001 − 1.11 0.367 1.67 0.173 4.51 0.000 − 1.97 0.099 − 3.99 0.000 − 2.07 0.078 

Alpha 2100–2600 Left 52.43 < 0.001 33.64 < 0.001 − 9.88 < 0.001 − 5.45 0.000 1.41 0.249 − 3.28 0.003 − 8.00 0.000 − 4.82 0.000 

Alpha 2800–3650 Left 10.12 < 0.001 36.63 < 0.001 − 8.75 < 0.001 0.48 0.731 2.30 0.045 − 6.16 < 0.001 − 7.83 0.000 − 1.32 0.281 

Alpha 200–600 Right 54.14 < 0.001 26.08 0.042 − 1.73 0.157 7.51 < 0.001 − 4.06 0.000 − 6.50 < 0.001 5.98 0.000 0.45 0.745 

Alpha 2100–2600 Right 48.87 < 0.001 23.29 < 0.001 − 9.93 < 0.001 − 1.36 0.266 − 0.28 0.848 − 5.68 < 0.001 − 6.35 0.000 − 0.75 0.563 

Alpha 2950–3100 Right 2.97 0.065 4.20 < 0.001 − 3.01 0.007 1.13 0.362 − 0.87 0.492 − 2.95 0.009 − 1.52 0.212 1.41 0.249 

Beta12 850–1000 Left 3.60 0.730 0.03 0.619 0.77 0.549 1.08 0.378 1.09 0.373 1.41 0.250 1.55 0.206 0.16 0.922 

Beta12 1050–1200 Left 1.51 0.640 3.93 0.082 1.75 0.152 − 1.67 0.173 1.82 0.131 2.42 0.035 − 0.06 0.984 − 2.47 0.030 

Beta12 1500–1600 Left 10.02 < 0.001 1.57 0.208 − 2.49 0.029 − 2.82 0.012 − 0.47 0.736 1.89 0.115 1.11 0.369 − 0.77 0.549 

Beta12 2250–2400 Left 4.07 < 0.001 4.05 0.156 − 3.50 0.002 0.03 0.985 − 0.03 0.985 0.22 0.890 − 0.19 0.905 − 0.41 0.769 

Beta12 1900–2000 Right 1.22 0.063 6.30 < 0.001 0.30 0.843 − 3.39 0.002 1.41 0.249 2.59 0.023 − 0.79 0.541 − 3.39 0.002 

Beta20 2100–2200 Left 40.64 < 0.001 3.92 0.002 1.18 0.336 4.51 < 0.001 3.46 0.002 − 2.31 0.045 − 1.62 0.184 0.66 0.601 

L- gamma 1200–1300 Left 2.65 0.587 4.09 0.159 − 1.06 0.386 2.92 0.009 1.56 0.204 − 2.81 0.013 − 1.86 0.123 0.93 0.456 

L- gamma 200–300 Right 0.08 0.002 0.96 0.351 0.40 0.770 0.48 0.731 − 1.26 0.304 − 0.05 0.984 1.18 0.336 1.24 0.312 

Gamma 450–550 Left 11.58 0.001 4.07 0.001 0.05 0.984 3.66 0.001 1.75 0.152 − 2.53 0.027 − 1.21 0.326 1.30 0.284 

Gamma 1950–2150 Left 50.80 < 0.001 8.93 < 0.001 0.41 0.769 4.89 < 0.001 4.76 0.000 − 3.13 0.005 − 3.09 0.006 − 0.01 0.994 

Gamma 2900–3200 Left 64.20 < 0.001 7.77 < 0.001 1.39 0.257 6.49 < 0.001 4.25 0.000 − 3.78 0.001 − 0.73 0.576 4.51 0.000 

Gamma 3350–3450 Left 16.37 0.007 3.86 0.089 − 0.14 0.923 3.01 0.007 2.81 0.013 − 2.21 0.057 − 2.09 0.076 0.09 0.968 

Gamma 200–650 Right 2.76 < 0.001 12.49 < 0.001 − 1.31 0.284 5.66 < 0.001 − 0.97 0.428 − 4.90 < 0.001 − 0.23 0.884 4.66 0.000 

Gamma 700–1050 Right 47.17 < 0.001 13.77 < 0.001 0.19 0.905 8.57 < 0.001 4.52 0.000 − 5.87 < 0.001 − 3.07 0.006 2.76 0.014 

ERP 200–300 Right 65.35 < 0.001 4.48 0.243 0.68 0.594 3.05 0.007 2.34 0.043 − 1.65 0.178 − 1.18 0.336 0.45 0.745 

ERP 400–450 Left 9.70 < 0.001 0.30 0.640 − 1.49 0.221 − 1.58 0.196 − 2.49 0.029 0.04 0.985 0.71 0.581 0.68 0.594 

ERP 2750–2800 Right 0.02 0.596 0.83 0.160 − 1.36 0.266 1.04 0.843 0.05 0.984 − 1.70 0.165 − 0.99 0.421 0.69 0.589 

ERP 3250–3350 Right 6.67 0.023 3.36 0.046 1.52 0.212 − 0.37 0.790 3.26 0.003 1.35 0.270 − 1.24 0.312 − 2.59 0.023 
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a  
ffect of PD asymmetry on the STN response to emotional prosody, as

ndicated by a non-significant Condition × Asymmetry Index two-way

nteraction for all timings at which, at a given STN side, a vocal-emotion

ffect was observed in our main analysis (except for right STN low-beta

and activity at the late 1.9–2 s PSO period, Table 4 ). 

Note that, for the ERP analysis, while a main effect of the asymme-

ry index was found for left and right STN early contrasts, the Condi-

ion × Asymmetry Index two-way interaction did not reach significance

 Table 4 ). 

. Discussion 

The aim of the present study was twofold. First , we aimed to inves-

igate the temporal dynamics in different frequency bands of STN LFP

ctivity during emotional prosody decoding. Second, we aimed to in-

estigate the respective influence of hemispheric laterality of the STN

ecording site and PD side of onset on these spectral modulations. To

o so, we collected intracranial recordings in the right and left STN

rom eight left-onset PD patients (LOPD) and six right-onset PD patients

ROPD) in response to angry, happy and neutral stimuli. After time-

requency decomposition, we conducted Bayesian and classical GLMM

nalyses in order to test the conjunction effects of laterality and side of

nset on time-frequency correlates of emotional voice processing. We

btained a differential pattern of STN response to emotion according

o the frequency band considered, with a differential susceptibility to

D asymmetry and STN hemisphere between low and high frequency

ctivities. 

.1. Limitations of the current study 

Before exploring the results of the current study in greater details, it

s important to consider some limitations inherent to intracranial stud-

es with PD patients. Because PD has been associated with modifica-

ions of the oscillatory pattern of the STN, namely an increase of beta-

and activity in the sensorimotor STN (e.g. Brown and Williams, 2005 ;

rottenberg et al., 2007 ), it is unclear how the physiological activity we

bserved reflects the functioning of the healthy STN. However, several

rguments suggest that this study reflects modulations of the STN simi-

ar to healthy physiological activity: first , we recorded PD patients in the

N-drug condition when they had relatively few PD signs and it is well-

nown that dopaminergic medication tends to normalize STN neuronal

ctivity ( Levy, 2002 ). Second , we used an experimental design where

ach LOPD and ROPD patient was his/her own control, so that task-

elated activities are unlikely to solely reflect the pathological state of

D patients. Third , our conservative statistical GLMM analysis included

he patient as a random factor thus accounting for potential differences

n patients’ clinical status and differences in baseline electrophysiolog-

cal pattern. As another limitation of the current study, it is important

o acknowledge that, as in many clinical studies of this nature, the sam-

le size was small ( n = 14 patients included in the LFP analyses, 27

TN). That being said, our statistical analysis took into account the trial

y trial variance while controlling for inter-individual differences, and

sed conservative outlier rejection, allowing us to be confident that the

odulations we observed were not caused by a few trials but represent a

lobal pattern of STN oscillatory activity. In addition, it should be noted

hat PD, and more strikingly LOPD, is associated with deficits in emo-

ion prosody recognition that could have affected our results ( J. Péron

t al., 2010 ; Stirnimann et al., 2018 ). However, our paradigm focuses

n implicit recognition of emotional prosody, and the differences in STN

ctivity shown in the current study might be the substrate of differences

n emotion recognition previously reported. Furthermore, a behavioral

nalysis performed before the LFP recordings of the current study sug-

ested that the two patient groups were able to accurately recognize the

ain emotional content of the voices presented (see SI appendix). 
.2. Event-related activity: a partial replication of the previous literature 

The ERP analysis performed in this study was conducted as an exten-

ion of Péron and colleagues’ study ( 2017 ) but with separate LOPD and

OPD patient groups, and partially replicated its finding while providing

ome important new insight. Indeed, the previously observed right ERP

issociation for angry and happy voices versus neutral voices were con-

rmed (~220 ms and ~3000 ms PSO) in the LOPD group, while no such

arly dissociation was observed in the ROPD patient group, only a brief,

ate happy versus neutral effect in the right STN (~3000 ms PSO). As

éron and colleagues’ study (2017) presented a strong majority of LOPD

atients (9 LOPD/4 ROPD), we can infer that the early effects reported

ere driven mainly by LOPD patients. The apparent heterogeneity of

voked responses between LOPD and ROPD patients and their mixing

n the earlier study may have reduced their statistical power and explain

hy we observed, in our LOPD group, a left STN emotional dissociation

round 420 ms PSO that was absent in the previous study ( Péron et al.,

017 ). 

.3. Three main patterns of STN oscillatory responses to emotion based on 

emispheric recording site and pathological motor-symptom side of onset 

We uncovered a complex pattern of oscillatory activity in terms of

ependency upon PD side of onset and hemispheric laterality. 

Firstly, emotional dissociations in the theta and alpha frequency

ands were mostly bilaterally consistent and strongly differed according

o the side of onset of the patient. The complementary linear-trend anal-

sis confirmed that low-frequency STN responses to emotional voices

ovaried significantly with PD asymmetry, and that this effect of STN

symmetry differed according to the emotion of the voice presented. 

In the theta band, ROPD patients presented a bilateral happiness

pecific ERS, which occurred later (~800 ms vs 600 ms PSO) and was

horter in duration on the left STN. A later (~2 s) anger-specific ERD

hen occurred in the right STN only. LOPD patients, on the other hand,

resented a left-STN emotion-specific and right STN anger-specific ERS

round 250–400 ms PSO. In the alpha band, ROPD patients presented a

ilateral anger-specific ERD starting around 300 ms PSO. LOPD patients

resented a left-STN happiness specific ERS at 750 ms PSO and a right

TN anger-specific ERS at 200 ms PSO. Followed a bilateral emotion-

pecific ERS 1050 ms PSO in the left STN and 1400 ms PSO in the right

TN. 

Activity in the beta range, on the other hand, was characterized by

ateralized activity which display a high level of consistency across pa-

ients’ side of onset. Indeed, both LOPD and ROPD patients presented a

appiness-specific low-beta ERS around 1000 ms PSO in the left STN,

nd our Bayesian analysis suggested for both group a slight high beta

RS for angry voices compared to happy voices around 1.5 s PSO. 

In the gamma range, we observed the most striking emotional dif-

erences in the ROPD patient group. In the low gamma range, ROPD

atients presented a short ERD in response to angry voices in the left

TN (1200–1300 ms PSO), while LOPD patients presented an earlier

hort ERD for happy voices in the right STN (200–300 ms PSO). In the

roadband-gamma range, LOPD patients presented only a late left STN

nger-specific ERS (~3000 ms PSO), while ROPD patients presented a

ilateral anger-specific response around 450 ms PSO in the left STN and

00 ms PSO in the right STN. This effect was much stronger in the right

TN, however, where there was also an early happiness-specific ERS

200 ms PSO). 

.4. Influence of Parkinson’s disease on STN oscillatory response to 

motion 

A magnetoencephalography study has shown that PD is character-

zed by a slowing of cortical activity, with a significant increase of theta

nd alpha band power and a significant decrease of beta and gamma
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and power ( Stoffers et al., 2007 ). Additionally, a reduction in whole

rain EEG alpha, beta and gamma power has been described in LOPD

atients compared to ROPD patients and healthy controls during per-

eption of multimodal emotional percepts (IAPS and IADS databases,

 Yuvaraj et al., 2017 )). Interestingly, our results concur with these stud-

es in two crucial ways: first, the frequency bands mainly affected by the

isease side of onset were low-frequency bands (theta and alpha) previ-

usly described to present a significant power increase as a marker of PD

 Stoffers et al., 2007 ). Furthermore, in agreement with previous obser-

ations ( Yuvaraj et al., 2017 ), STN responses to emotion were reduced in

OPD in high frequency bands. In the low-beta band, the late happiness-

pecific left STN response observed in ROPD patients was abolished in

OPD patients. In the high-beta band, the only emotion-specific effect

as observed in the left STN of ROPD patients and absent from LOPD

atients. Finally, stronger and earlier broadband-gamma responses to

motional voices were observed in ROPD patients compared to LOPD

atients. 

This observation is also in coherence with deficits in emotional

rosody decoding that have been shown to affect LOPD patients specifi-

ally ( Stirnimann et al., 2018 ; Ventura et al., 2012 ). Furthermore, these

mpairments correlated with a metabolism decrease in the right OFC

 Stirnimann et al., 2018 ) and caused a reduction in frontal ERP P200

ortical responses to emotional voices ( Garrido-Vásquez et al., 2013 ).

he reductions or delaying of LOPD patients’ STN responses to emotion

bserved in the high frequency bands might then be a biomarker of their

educed ability to process emotional voices. 

.5. STN responses to happiness, the case for a specific deficit in 

arkinson’s disease 

Another crucial finding of this study is that patients’ side of on-

et mainly affected STN oscillatory responses to happiness. This result

as expected as previous investigations have shown that the emotional

rosody decoding impairment of LOPD patients was mainly driven by

eficits in happiness recognition ( Stirnimann et al., 2018 ). However, it

s important to note that this side of onset-dependent effect takes two

orms depending on the frequency bands considered. 

In the strongly lateralized low-beta band, an indirect indication for

n impairment of happiness-specific responses is observed in the LOPD

atient group. Indeed, LOPD patients’ early left STN response to hap-

iness was delayed (1050 ms PSO in LOPD patients against 850 ms

SO in ROPD patients) and the late happiness-specific response ob-

erved in ROPD patients was absent in LOPD patients. On the other

and, linear-trend analysis of the asymmetry index in the low-frequency

ands showed an effect of PD asymmetry more strongly affecting STN

esponses to happiness. In our group analysis, this resulted in a reduc-

ion of happiness-specific responses in the STN contralateral to the most

ffected side for both patient groups. Indeed, we observed in the right

TN of LOPD patients a theta ERS specific to only angry voices while

n overall emotion-specific response is present in the left STN. A sig-

ificant reduction of alpha band activity for happiness is also observed

n the right STN of LOPD patients compared to the left STN. On the

ther hand, we observe, in the left STN of ROPD patients, a signifi-

antly reduced happiness-specific theta ERS compared to the right STN.

n the broadband-gamma band, we also observe an abolition of the early

amma happiness-specific ERS in the left STN of ROPD patients, in con-

rast to the right STN. 

These findings seem to suggest that STN electrophysiological re-

ponses to happiness are affected in both LOPD and ROPD patients. In

OPD patients, right STN dysfunction has been shown to trigger seri-

us impairments in happy voice prosody recognition ( Stirnimann et al.,

018 ), suggesting a critical role of right theta and gamma and left

ow-beta responses to happiness for the correct decoding of this emo-

ion. However, as no significant impairments in recognition of happy

oices has been observed in ROPD patients in previous behavioral stud-
es ( Stirnimann et al., 2018 ), we can postulate that efficient compen-

atory mechanisms may be in place when left STN responses to happi-

ess are affected. One potential mechanism underlying this resilience

ight involve the compensation of the impaired ROPD patients’ left

TN response to happiness by the early gamma response to happi-

ess observed in the right STN of this population and not observed

n LOPD patients. Similarly, the late beta response to happiness ob-

erved bilaterally in ROPD patients and absent from LOPD patients

ight also play a role in behavioral emotional resilience within this

ramework. 

Another hypothesis we could formulate to explain the difference be-

ween electrophysiological and behavioral correlates of PD asymme-

ry, not mutually exclusive with the former, would consider the left

TN as an incomplete fail-safe in the case of the dysfunction of the

ssential right STN for happiness decoding. Within this framework, in

OPD patients, the unaltered function of the right STN would allow

reserved happiness decoding function, even in the presence of altered

eft STN responses to this emotion. However, in the case of LOPD pa-

ients, right STN loss-of-function might be replaced partially, albeit sub-

ptimally, by the left STN. Indeed, it should be noted that LOPD patients

till presented an above chance recognition of happiness and preserved

nger recognition abilities in behavioral paradigms investigating emo-

ional prosody decoding ( Stirnimann et al., 2018 ). One can argue that

he strong modification in low-frequency bands’ pattern of responses to

motional voices observed in LOPD patients might reflect this resilience

rocess. More specifically, we observed a strong early left STN emotion-

pecific theta response and a temporally overlapping happiness-specific

lpha response around the same time as the happiness-specific theta re-

ponse observed bilaterally in ROPD patients. These modulations might

e a correlate of an incomplete left STN compensation of the impaired

ight STN response to happiness. 

Crucially, the timing of significant electrophysiological differences

etween ROPD and LOPD patients in the processing of happiness

lso might be of importance to interpret our behavioral results

 Stirnimann et al., 2018 ). Indeed, the current model for emotional

rosody decoding postulates a processing of emotional percepts in three

teps, as described in the introduction. In this regard, it is worthwhile

o note that the most striking difference between the LOPD and ROPD

roups we observed during the crucial second step (150–250 ms) of the

motional prosody decoding process is the right STN broadband-gamma

appiness-specific ERS in ROPD patients that is completely missing in

OPD patients. We could then postulate that the impairment of this

arly process might impact on the processes related to the integration of

coustic parameters crucial to happiness recognition, leading to poorer

ccuracy in behavioral paradigms for LOPD patients. 

. Conclusion 

The current investigation provided for the first time an in-depth un-

erstanding of how STN oscillatory activity is modulated by emotional

oices and the influence of PD side–of-onset and hemispheric record-

ng site on this activity. The results from the current study highlight the

rucial importance of including the factor of hemispheric lateralization

n future electrophysiological research in the STN of PD patients, as the

ffects observed, particularly in the low-frequency band, significantly

aried according to the clinical characteristics of the patient’s popula-

ion considered. According to Péron and colleagues the STN would be

nvolved in neural activity synchronization during the perception of an

motional stimulus ( Péron et al., 2017 , 2013 ). If this occurs in different

eural networks through activity in different frequency bands, differ-

nt temporal characteristics and sensitivity to PD side of onset are to

e expected. The current investigation is in line with this assumption

nd is a strong indication that low-frequency STN activity in the emo-

ional domain might be a biomarker of affective deficits associated with

eft-onset PD patients. 
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